User Migration Bundle powered
by MigrationWiz®
Boost revenue with multiple workload and tenant to tenant migrations. Deliver a
superior, efficient cloud onboarding experience to customers.

DISCOUNT PRICE THROUGH YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
MAILBOX MIGRATION
DOCUMENT MIGRATION
PERSONAL ARCHIVE MIGRATION
OUTLOOK CONFIGURATION

ALL INCLUDED

MSRP: $15.00 PER USER

CONTACT US www.bittitan.com/contact
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MigrationWiz utilizes Azure datacenter security
Sensitive information needs an extra level of security. As an IT professional, you need to be
able to ensure everyone's private data is protected at every step of the migration process.
At BitTitan, we take privacy and compliance seriously. With MigrationWiz you get the extra
security in Azure datacenters, and your data is always encrypted and never stored.

Key Benefits
EASY TO USE

24/7 TECHNICAL SUPPORT

No specialized training or certifications necessary,
and no hardware or software to install and
maintain. MigrationWiz just works!

The world-class BitTitan Support Team is available
around the clock to ensure any potential technical
issues get solved promptly and completely.

ZERO DOWNTIME

100% SAAS

Zero interruption, zero downtime. With
MigrationWiz, there is zero impact on end users.
Migrate from anywhere to anywhere—at any time.

Initiate and run cloud and on-premises migrations
from one centralized dashboard. No costly postmigration cleanup required.

MIGRATION COLLABORATION

INCREASED CAPABILITIES

With project sharing, MigrationWiz users can see
and collaborate on migration projects in progress,
increasing efficiency across departments.

Setup Customized Email Notifications, Date
Range Filtering, Impersonation or Delegation,
Folder Mapping, and many more.

SECURE AND COMPLIANT

SCALABLE

BitTitan datacenters are compliant with ISO/IEC
27001/ 27002:2013, SOC 1, Type 2 and SOC 2 Type
2, PCI DSS Level 1, HIPAA/HITECH, CJIS, CSA CCM,
FERPA, and more.

MigrationWiz is an enterprise-grade product
designed to scale on-demand.

Get started with MigrationWiz today. www.bittitan.com/migrationwiz/user-migration-bundle
BitTitan® empowers IT service professionals to successfully deploy and manage cloud technologies through
automation. MigrationWiz® is the industry-leading SaaS solution for mailbox, document and public folder
migrations between a wide range of Sources and Destinations Since 2009, BitTitan has moved over 19 million
users to the cloud for 43,000 customers in 187 countries and supports leading cloud ecosystems including
Microsoft, Amazon, Google and Dropbox. The global company has offices in Seattle and Singapore. To learn
more, visit www.BitTitan.com.
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